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The Countess adjustable bed from

Action Assist - offers the very best in

comfort, style and independence



Contemporary surrounds, in an exten-
sive range of colours and finishes.

Independent electrically operated
backrest and leg sections  enable the
user to find their optimum position for
both comfort and support.

Extremely quiet and smooth operation.

Electrically operated height adjustment
allows the user to find the ideal posi-
tion for both getting into and out of bed.

Maintenance free, 24 volt actuators
and control systems, sealed against
water and dust.

Durable powder coated metal frame
with stabilising mechanism preventing
imbalance when raising or lowering.

Easy to operate eight function hand set
with a magnetic safety lockout key sys-
tem.

Available in a range of widths from 90
cm to 180 cm.

Raising the bed to a comfortable height
prevents having to bend when making
up or changing bed linen.

Comfort:   Style:   Independence:

Accessories:

   Wireless infra-red remote control with
   receiver allows freedom of movement
   from the constraints of a wired system.



ountess 4000 range of adjustable beds are specifically designed
to enhance any bedroom setting. Available as a single, double or

         twin adjusting, variable height bed. The ability to raise both the
         backrest and leg sections, simply by pressing a button, enables
the user to optimise their position for both support and comfort.

These functions, working in union with the luxurious memory foam
mattress, can also alleviate discomfort, caused by some medical condi-
tions such as asthma, arthritic pain, poor circulation etc.

The variable height feature makes both getting into and out of bed much
easier. For users who struggle to stand, it is possible to sit on the side
and raise the base to a comfortable standing height. This function also
allows the user to raise the base to a position where bedding can be
changed reducing the need to bend.

The Countess divan range is available with headboards and surrounds
in a wide range of colours and wood finishes.

C

Elegant style for modern

day living



Countess beds are

available as single,

double and twin divans

Established in 2000, Action Assist provides a
quality specialist bed service, throughout the
UK.
  Our aim is to offer the best solutions available to
meet the varying needs and requirements of our
customers To this end we remain very flexible in
our approach and are able to offer bespoke solu-
tions where applicable.
  Working closely with healthcare professionals
and assessing their requirements in relation to
individual clients we offer our expertise in terms of
equipment and solutions.
  With this in mind we are introducing the new
Countess range of beds, a contemporary adjusta-
ble bed. Designed for people who may require a
little more help in finding their most comfortable
sleeping position or are beginning to find it a little
more difficult climbing in or out of bed.
   This new Countess range offers additional choice
and flexibility whilst retaining  all the advantages of
our years of knowledge and experience:, ensuring
we offer the ultimate customer satisfaction. The
entire team from our vastly experienced sales
advisors to our constantly praised delivery team
who will endeavour to install your bed with the
minimum of disturbance. They will also give com-
prehensive instruction on its use so you can enjoy
the full benefits, for many years to come.

Warranty: 5 years - On all mechanical and electrical components.

Available exclusively through:-

Action Assist Ltd -
Unit 23a Moor Lane Trading Estate
Sherburn In Elmet
Leeds
LS25 6ES
Tel: +44 (0)1977 689400  Fax: +44 (0)1977 689401

  info@actionassist.co.uk
   www.actionassist.com


